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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] Davis solved a regular Cauchy problem for the Euler-Poisson- 
Darboux (abbreviated EPD) operator 
m 3 2 and - UJ < k < cc by an extension of M. Riesz method for solving 
Cauchy problems for self-adjoint operators. The procedure involved essen- 
tially the determination of a function 
depending on a complex parameter 01 for which 
where Mis the adjoint operator ofL and where Va together with its derivatives 
vanish on the characteristic cone. Following Riesz, Davis obtained Vm by 
solving a system of ordinary differential equations. 
In this paper we present a method2 of determining Vu which depends on a 
particular coordinate transformation (5) which transforms the wave operator 
into one closely related to the EPD operator. The method actually leads to 
the solution in the sense of Riesz of a regular Cauchy problem for the non- 
homogeneous EPD equation L(u) =f(~, t). We consider the Riesz integral 
1 This paper is based on part of a doctoral dissertation submitted to the University 
of Maryland, September 1961. The preparation of this work was supported by NSF 
grant GP 817. 
2 This method is a special case of a general method of embedding of Professor 
Stellmacher of the University of Maryland. 
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solution of a Cauchy problem for the nonhomogeneous wave equation (2) 
with vanishing initial data and introduce the new coordinates defined in (5). 
By a suitable choice of the function on the right-hand side of (2), it is pos- 
sible to integrate with respect to one of the independent variables and from 
the result deduce the kernel function for the transform of the wave operator. 
Consider the wave operator 
0 = (2g - (gJ2 - * .. - (&)2 
in m dimensional space, and let P and Q be two points of the space with 
coordinates ([, T) = (6, . . . . trn-i , T) and (x, t) = (xi ,..., x,-r, t), respectively. 
The Lorenztian distance between these points is given by the expression. 
m-1 
r = (T - t)" - 1 (5i - %j2. 
i=l 
If (t, 7) is taken as a fixed point and (x, t) a variable, then r = 0 defines the 
characteristic cone with vertex at (5, T), while r = 0, 7 - t > 0 represents 
the retrogade cone. We denote by Cp the surface of the retrogade cone and 
by Ds the domain bounded by the retrogade cone and any spacelike surface S. 
2. A CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR THE WAVE EQUATION 
Consider the following Cauchy problem for the nonhomogeneous wave 
equation in m + 1 = n dimensional space 
0 ti = BY& - nylyl - ... - qlmy, =f(y2 ,..., yvl , ye2 - Y12) eA8, (2) 
where X is a real parameter and B = tanh-l (yi/y,,) with initial conditons 
C(y) = 0, 
au 
G = 0, Y = (Ye ) Yl mY?n) 
prescribed on the space-like part of the surface S: yo2 - yi2 = ta2, t, > 0 
a constant. S represents the sheet of the hyperbolic cylinder which opens in 
the positive direction of the variable y0 . Here ajan denotes differentiation 
along the normal on S towards the interior of Ds . According to [2] the solu- 
tion of (2), (3) is obtained by analytic continuation with respect to (Y of the 
integral 
1 
l=w = H,(a + 2) J 
j(c, yo2 - y12) eAer~+2-n’12 dl dyl dy,, , (4) DS 
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where 
7 = (70 s**-, %A 5 = (Y2 V,Yrn)> d[ =dyz”.dy,,,, 
r* = (70 - Yoj2 - 5 (7i - yd2, 
i-1 
and 
I-& + 2) = 7+-2)/2 24 r + r 
0 i 
ol+2---n 
2 -* 1 
This means that for sufficiently large (Y 
0 [hi(T))] = P2C(7) 
and, provided that f is sufficiently differentiable, P2zi can be continued 
analytically as a function of LY. into (Y = 0 and yield 
I”-“47) =h2 ,..., vrn , rlo2 - 712) eAe. 
Further, lOti satisfies the initial conditions (3). 
Now let us introduce the following transformation of coordinates 
and put 
y. = t cash 6’ 
yr = t sinh 6 
yi = xi-1 , i = 2,..., m (5) 
Then (4) becomes 
7. = T cash v 
or = 7 sinh q~ 
7i = is-1 , i = 2,..., m. 
1 
pU(4? 7, v) = Hn(a + 2) s Dif(x, t) ehe I’k+2--n)/2 t dt dx d0, (7) 
where 5 = (& , t2 ,..., &+r), x = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,-J, dx = dx, ,..., dx,-, and 
Ds* denotes the transformed domain of integration. Note that 
with 
r, = (3 + t2 - 2t7 cash (6 - VP) - r2) 
m-1 
r2 = c (& - x$. 
i=l 
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Sincef(x, t) is independent of 0, for fixed t and x1 ,..., x,-~ we can integrate 
with respect to 0 on the surface 3: yo2 - y12 = t2, 7 3 t 2 to between the 
two points of intersection of the surfaces 3, CP and xi = ci , i = I,..., m - I, 
where ci are constants. Thus consider 
1 
= K(a + 2) s 
” .@[$ + t2 - 2tr cash (0 - 9’) - Y~](w+~-~)‘~ de. (8) z1 
On setting z = efe-p) so that dz = z dt9, (8) becomes 
K = &a(~ + 2) s 
% 
ZA-(a+4-n)/2[(T2 + t2 _ r2) x _ tTX2 _ tT](u+2-n/)2 dz 
z1 
eA”(Tt) (ai-2-n ) /2 z2 
= f%(~ + 2) s 
ZA-(a+4-n)/2[- z2 + 2@ _ 1]‘.+2-n’/2 &, 
z1 
where j? = (7” + t2 - r2)/2Tt. Clearly zr and z2 are the roots of the quadratic 
expression inside the integral. Hence writing zr = /3 + 4/3a - 1, -- 
z2 =/3 - dp2 - 1, we have 
x {[z - (/3 + d/3” - l)] [ - z + /‘3 - I@ - l]}(“+2-n)‘2 dz 
eA”(7t) (a+2-n)/2 = H,(ru. + 2) +, _ Q+3-n Z;-(a+4-n)12 
X 
J 
-I S(e+2-n)/2 (1 _ S)(a+2-n)/2 (1 _ ‘fS)h-(cd--n)/Z ds (9) 
0 
after a change of variable defined by s(zs - al) = z - z1 . Here 
T = (zl - z,)/zl . Th e integral in the last expression is precisely Euler’s 
integral representation of a hypergeometric function with argument T, 
therefore, we can write (9) as 
K = eAqTt)(~+2-n)l% 
fh(~ + 2) 
@, _ .@+3-n Z;-(a+4-n)/2 B 
i 
O1 + ; - n , a + ; - ") 
a+4-n 
2 ’ 2 
- A; a + 4 - n, T) WY 
B(a, b) denoting the Beta function. 
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r = (T - t)" - c (& - %)' 
id 
WI-1 
r' = (T + t)2 - c (& - .i)' 
i=l 
and, therefore 




Substituting these in (lo), and by a transformation of the hypergeometric 
function, (1 + A~)~~F( a, a - b + 4; b + 8, z2) = F(a, b; 2b, 42/( 1 + 2)“) we 
finally obtain 
2a+4-n-2AeA~ 
K = &(ol + 2) (Tt)A B 
a+4--n ci+4--n 
2 ' 2 
21-2"&3 p+2-m)/2 
= &(a + 2) (Tt)A r+-l 
(11) 
Here we observed that 71 = m + 1 and 
a+4--n o1+4---n 
za+9 2 , 2 ) 1 
fL(~ + 2) = fLa(~ + 2) 
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using the relation 
T(22) = m-1/2 2s~-rr(z) r(Z + g. 
3. IDENTIFICATION OF RIESZ KERNEL 
Putting (11) back into (7) we have 
21-Z” &rp 
W5~ Tt9’) = ffm(a + 2) I 
tl- Aj(x, t) p+z-m 112 
Ds +r’+-A 




7 2 , $) dx dt, (12) 
where Ds now denotes the domain bounded by the retrogade cone 
77-l 
r = (T - t>" - c (& - Xi):! 
i=l 
and the hyperplane t = t, > 0 in the new space of m dimension. In the new 
coordinates defined by (5), Eq. (2) becomes 
/i(u) = utt + 7 - 9 - Au =f(xl ,..., x,.el, t) exe, (13) 
where A = C~~‘(a/&,)” and the initial conditions (3) assume the form 
u(x) = 0, w4 0 7&- = on t = 2, > 0. (14) 
From Riesz’ invariant formulation of his theory it follows that (12) is a solution 
of the Cauchy problem for the Eq. (13) with initial conditions (14). More- 
over, this solution is unique. From (12) and (13) we deduce that 
xF -X+t, ( 
a+3-m 
2 ph;a+4-m 2 
- , +) dx dt (15) 
solves the corresponding Cauchy problem for the equation 
A(u) = utt + 2 - F - Au =f(x, t). (16) 
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Hence we conclude that the function 
Wf2(& 7; x, t) = 
21-2ApAp+2-n)/2 F ($, ) 
Hm(a + 2) +r’+-n 
where F(F/r’) denotes the hypergeometric function, is the Riesz kernel 
for the operator A. 
Now let u = tAv and take h = (1 - K)/2. We readily see that 
A(u) = tA (vtt +;vt - Lb); 
thus we obtain the EPD operator. Therefore, multiplying (17) by (~/t)(l-“)‘” 
and replacing h by (1 - K)/2, we finally determine the Riesz kernel for the 
EPD operator, 
Vaf2(!f, T; X9 t, = H,(~ + 2) pk/2 
-!f.- a+k+2-mea+4-m r 
2 ’ 2 ’ 2 (18) 
This agrees with that determined by Davis [l, p. 21 l] except for the notation 
of the variables. 
4. VERIFICATION OF THE RIESZ KERNEL 
To avoid the difficulty of the fact that the EPD operator is not self-adjoint, 
it is convenient to put u = t-1/2w in (16) so that 
A(u) = t-l’2 
( 
Wtt + y w - dw) . 
The operator E may be called the modified EPD operator. It suffices there- 
fore to show that 
ua+2(.$, 7; x, t) = p-2A(,t)1/24 p+2-m)/2 
K?a(a + 2) r’t-r F(G, (1% 
is the kernel function for the operator E. By a transformation of the hyper- 
geometric function, F(a, b; c, z) = (1 - z)-“F(a, c - b; c, z/(z - 1)) (19) 
can be written in the simpler form 
u=+‘(& 7; % t) = Hmla +2) 1 ar+4-m r(a+2-)‘2 F (A + + , - jj + --; 2 
409/16/2-II 
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in which the symmetric property with respect 
To facilitate further our calculation let z = 
to (f, T) and (x, t) is evident. 
- r/&r, y = - rI’/t. Then 
E( j-Ja+Z) = 7J;;” + k$ uut2 - Au&2 
= 4yZp+2-m ) 12 
fLL(~ + 2) 
[2(2 - l)F”(z) + (2a - O1 + ; - tR)P(z) 
+ (f - h2) F(z)] + H;;;y;) [2orxF’(z) + ct(a + 2 - m) F(2)] 





= ?P(‘$, 7; x, t). 
The last equality is established with the use of the relation [3, p. 141 
F(a, b; c, z) = F(a, b; c + 1, z) + (4) F’(a, b; c + 1, z). 
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